
 

Mercy McAuley High School 
Opening Fall 2018 

 
Shadow Days at Mother of Mercy 2017-18 

 

 Wear comfortable, casual clothing (jeans and gym shoes permitted). Mercy 

Spirit wear is encouraged!  

 Arrive at Mercy at 7:40 a.m. in the Tech Wing lot located at the corner of 

Epworth and Werk Rd. 

 Please drop-off at curb as you pull in the lot and enter the doors that are 

closest to your car. 

 For snow days: Mother of Mercy will be listed individually in the school 

closings, as we make decisions independent of the district.  

 Parking spots are assigned to teachers. Parents do not need to come in with 

student, but if you prefer to do so, please park in the spots marked "visitor" 

(the row of spots closest to Epworth/the entrance).  

 You will follow your Bobcat Ambassador’s schedule (if not all day, most of 

the day). She will introduce you to her teachers and classmates. Don’t be 

shy — we would love for you to participate and make friends.  

 We follow an A/B block schedule at Mercy. This means that classes are 85 

minutes in length,  with 4 classes one day and 4 different classes the next 

day. (Students have each of their 8 classes every other day.) A typical class 

will involve a variety of discussions, activities and exercises. Please join in as 

much as possible! 

 You will eat lunch with your Bobcat Ambassador. We will provide a 

complimentary cafeteria lunch coupon; however, you are welcome to bring 

a packed lunch.   

 Plan to be picked up in the Tech Wing lot at 2:55 pm.   

 This is a school day for us. We ask that you help us maintain this by 

following school policies and, most importantly, remaining positive and 

willing to learning something new. 

 Questions? Call Tricia Riesman at 661-2740 x346 or 

Reisman_t@motherofmercy.org. 
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